Mexico, is evidence of the powerful contradictions that Brown identifies.
The last two substantive chapters, "Negotiating Mutual Respect" and "At the Edge of the Indigenous," raise topics that fall outside of the normal range of intellectual property instruments such as copyright or patent. The first of these deals with Native American efforts in the United States to effect a change in the use of sites that they consider sacred but are owned by the government. These efforts do not involve intellectual property because they aim not at safeguarding rights to nonmaterial goods but at restricting the use of particular places. These cases share intellectual property's fundamental tension over whether the state should privilege one group's claim but differ in emphasizing temperance rather than exclusion, and Brown finds hope in the policy of voluntarism. "At the Edge of the Indigenous" similarly deals with indigenous peoples' efforts to affect land use policies, but the issue here is who and what cultural practices and beliefs should be considered indigenous and sacred. Again, cases from Australia and the United States illustrate the complexities of settling claims in the often ambiguous terrain of indigenous heritage.
Who Owns Native Culture? ends with two strong chapters that dispute the contemporary fashion of increasing the scope and strength of protection for traditional knowledge and chart a path through the increasingly frequent collisions between recognizing indigenous interests and protecting the public domain. These confrontations frame a central theme in the current academic and legal debate over the future of intellectual property. Proposals to protect traditional knowledge are part of a larger movement to fashion new instruments for restricting access to domains previously considered public. The penultimate chapter dissects the Daes report to the United Nations, Protection of the Heritage of Indigenous People, which recommends a regime of total heritage protection. Brown faults the report for such facile assertions as that indigenousness is readily identifiable, that heritage is owned by community members, and that the cultural and intellectual commons need not be considered, but of greatest concern is the premise that intrusive new regulatory regimes will not affect indigenous life other than protecting knowledge. Brown's penetrating dissection of the Daes report may well resonate with anthropologists, but an ongoing effort of the World Intellectual Property Organization to fashion new tools to protect "traditional knowledge, genetic resources, and traditional cultural expressions (folklore)" suggests that nation-states embrace this latest augmentation of intellectual property and state power. The forces of cultural hybridity and technology may overwhelm this effort, but the collision of fundamental values between protectionists and public-domain advocates will not be easily averted.
Brown seeks a path away from this collision, a "middle ground," in the final chapter. He looks back to the negotiations described in earlier chapters that avoid exclusionary rhetoric and emphasize multiple publics and decency, and he rejects total heritage protection and other intellectual property implements. Regimes to protect traditional knowledge as intellectual property are seen as unrealistic and unlikely to provide the solutions sought by their advocates. Brown's affinity at the end of this voyage is with public-domain advocates who seek a reversal of the trend of extending intellectual property into new domains and territory. One possibility is to recognize "limited common property" with implements such as compulsory licensing agreements, but such alternatives face a field that is crowded with polarized rhetoric and powerful economic and political forces. Brown eloquently shows that anthropology can and should be a vital contributor to this ongoing debate. Anthropologists are one of Sri Lanka's minor export industries. In this polemic, the Sri Lankan social scientist Susantha Goonatilake, who disapproves of both anthropology and the Sri Lankans who practice it, takes aim at the two most prominent among them, Gananath Obeyesekere and Stanley Tambiah. For good measure he also throws in two non-Sri Lankans, Richard Gombrich and Bruce Kapferer. All four write about the religion of the Sinhalese, and it is their representations and interpretations of Sinhala religion that stir Goonatilake's ire. This is a relentlessly angry and intemperate book whose slash-and-burn approach undermines its own argument. Goonatilake's thesis is essentially that "the anthropology of the four authors is seriously flawed with respect to basic facts on the ground, the methodology used, and the conclusions arrived at" (p. xiii). His central theme is that these four authors engage in a colonial Volume 45, Number 5, December 2004 F 719 anthropology that fails to do justice to the complexity of Sri Lankan (read Sinhala Buddhist) civilization. These writings, he asserts, "'are worse than anything colonial anthropology wrought, and in fact, worse than the colonial writings of the 19th and early 20th centuries on Sri Lanka" (p. xiii). He adds a strongly worded attack on Sri Lankan "institutions and individuals . . . [who act] as a social cognitive matrix that filters the local reality for the visiting anthropologists" (p. xiv). These critiques are liberally laced with strong doses of attacks ad hominem.
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Goonatilake deals with these writers book by book, giving no quarter to any argument, minor point, assertion, and statement that comes his way. He devotes four chapters to Obeyesekere and Gombrich, three to Kapferer, two to Tambiah, and three to what he calls the sociology of Sri Lankan anthropology. He raises some issues worthy of discussion, such as the pitfalls in generalizing about an entire society from the ethnographic study of a small section of it (contra Kapferer) and the influence of Buddhism on Western philosophy. But so much of his polemic indicates a superficial reading of these works and sometimes a misunderstanding of their arguments that what is worthwhile about his critique is buried in the dross. Precisely because this is such a strongly ideological work, it does not deal fairly with these scholars, and readers who are not already familiar with their writings should approach this book with skepticism.
Because Goonatilake assumes that anthropology has as its focus the study of primitive people, he devotes the first chapter of the book to ensuring that the reader appreciates that Sri Lanka is not "the isolated primitive village, the classical hunting ground of anthropologists," but rather a rich and complex civilization (p. 28). This will come as no surprise to the four scholars in his line of fire and is therefore a straw man, but it is one that Goonatilake nevertheless proceeds to knock down with gusto. In describing the anthropology of Sri Lanka as dealing "almost exclusively" with Sinhala Buddhists (p. 277) he fails to acknowledge the extensive literature on other segments of Sri Lankan society produced by Daniel, McGilvray, Stirrat, and others. It is not the anthropologists but Goonatilake who confuses the anthropology of Sri Lanka with the anthropology of Sinhala Buddhists. This is an anti-anthropological polemic based on a limited and stereotyped knowledge of anthropology and its history. But Goonatilake's knowledge of Sinhala culture now and in the past is also quite romanticized, as when he writes that "the taking of life [is] against basic Buddhist tenets and [was] rare in precolonial times" and that the "spread of . . . meat eating is only a post-World War II phenomenon" (p. 83). This wishful thinking does nothing to inspire confidence in his critique of the work of, for example, Obeyesekere, whose ethnographic knowledge of the Sinhalese is unparalleled. In attacking Obeyesekere, Goonatilake's aim is to save contemporary Sinhala Buddhism from the embarrassment of Christian influence embodied in the former's notion of "Protestant Buddhism," but so anxious is he to do so that Buddhism becomes, in his narrative, impervious to change even as he acknowledges the impact of the West on every other sphere of Sri Lankan life. In Goonatilake's world, Buddhism remains untransformed even as its adherents are transformed around it (as he himself points out) by the impact of Western culture (e.g., pp. 89, 96, 271).
For Goonatilake, there seems to be only one legitimate way to approach the study of Sri Lanka. Thus he writes, "Instead of looking at Sri Lankan culture through Buddhism as a key window or as an important component, Kapferer examines Sinhalese society through practices of exorcism and sorcery, which are indulged in by a lower-class minority" (p. xiii). The ethnographic contributions of Obeyesekere, Gombrich, and Kapferer are suspect in his eyes because they often concern people-the lower classes, exorcists, deity priests, and other "oddballs" (p. 100)-who are not representative of Sinhalese Buddhists. The subaltern, apparently, is not supposed to speak. The people these anthropologists should have talked to-in order to get at the real Sinhala religionare middle-class urban people, the practitioners of untainted, unadulterated, untransformed Buddhism-people, in other words, like Susantha Goonatilake himself.
Tambiah has observed that "the labels Sinhalese and Tamil are porous sieves through which diverse groups and categories of Indian peoples . . . have passed " (1986: 6) . This is in accord with the constructivist turn that scholarship on identity has taken since the 1980s but one profoundly inimical to nationalists. Goonatilake's anger is perhaps a response to the research on the social and historical construction of ethnic identity in Sri Lanka focusing on the Sinhalese, with relatively little attention being paid to Tamil identity. This is surely a lacuna in anthropological and historical research in Sri Lanka, but Goonatilake seems to interpret it as an attack on the Sinhalese. While the parochialism that informs his worldview is dismissive of the contributions of foreign scholars whose interpretations deviate from the received wisdom, the most withering contempt is reserved for those Sri Lankans whose work focuses on the nature of those "porous sieves" or who question the nationalist narrative in any way. Thus he dismisses both Tambiah and Obeyesekere, who were based in the United States at the time this book was written (Obeyesekere has since retired to Sri Lanka) as ex-Sri Lankans, whatever that may mean. This is quite mild; he also refers to them as "house niggers" in the service of the West (p. 271). Sri Lankan scholars resident in the island who have the temerity to espouse a point of view that is not to Goonatilake's taste are both "neocolonial" and "mischievous" (p. 216) or, more straightforwardly, "anti-national" (p. 261). Other epithets abound.
This book is a polemic against a scholarship that wittingly or unwittingly calls into question the grand narrative of Sinhala nationalism or appears to be critical of the Buddhist clergy. In this sense it is a salvo in Sri Lanka's culture wars. Those who believe that to be Sinhalese is to express a primordial identity, that the Buddhist clergy is beyond reproach, that Buddhism remains untouched by external influence, and that whoever takes issue with any of these positions should be denounced in vituperative terms will like this book. Research on both primate life history and primate socioecology has progressed rapidly over the past several decades. However, our understanding of their interrelationships is still limited. For example, how does phenotypic plasticity affect predation risk? Do differentsized social groups select for particular brain sizes and life histories? What kind of diet is correlated with rapid dental development? Primate Life Histories and Socioecology explores questions such as these, providing novel links between life history, ecology, and social behavior. The work is divided into three main sections: life history and socioecology, development, and evolution of primate brains. In the first, Purvis et al. review mammalian life-history models and the relationships between lifehistory variation and phylogeny. Their results indicate that the major primate clades have experienced different rates of life-history evolution and that lineages have moved along the fast-slow continuum in diverse ways. Concentrating on another facet of life-history variation, Lee and Kappeler show how phenotypic plasticity can be used to examine the relationships between ecology and life history. Their results suggest that life-history traits may be more plastic with regard to environmental variation in smaller species than in larger ones. The longer reproductive schedules of larger species may limit their flexibility.
Alberts and Altmann bring in modeling, discussing the benefits of using matrix models to analyze primate life histories and offering examples from their own fieldwork on baboons. They argue that matrix models are advantageous for studying primate life histories in particular because they do not require extensive long-term data on individuals. Janson makes use of a mathematical model to examine the interplay between predation risk and two presumed adaptations to it, large body size and large group size. His findings suggest that longevity can explain this relationship. If longevity increases with body size and long-lived species pay higher predation costs, then reducing predation risk by increasing group size is more beneficial to larger species than it is to smaller ones. In response to increasing evidence that seasons of food scarcity may not constrain primate populations, Ganzhorn et al. review primate adaptations to environmental seasonality. They also examine different adaptations found in nonprimate mammals and emphasize that primates are likely to have similar mechanisms. They argue that an interdisciplinary approach would contribute to a more thorough understanding of these adaptations in primates.
In the second section, Pereira and Leigh make a case for the importance of studying juvenile development in order to understand life-history variation. They remind us, for example, that adult states are shaped through individual experience and that varying social or demographic environments can influence the timing of events such as maturity and sex-of-offspring ratios. Pereira and Leigh's chapter emphasizes the dearth of information on primate juvenile development and underscores the importance of future work in this area. In a related analysis, Godfrey et al. examine dental development in primates and its relationships to foraging ecology. Detailed analysis of adult and immature skulls reveals that primates with small cranial capacities and particularly primates with large amounts of foliage in their diet have relatively rapid dental development. They argue that accelerated dental development and late age at weaning are two different ways of providing offspring with advanced dentition at weaning, although the former may be less costly to mothers.
Hawkes et al. examine the unique premature reproductive senescence of human females. They argue that exploitation of new resources such as tubers provided opportunities for early Homo grandmothers to assist in the care of their grandchildren. Daughters who had mothers to help them acquire these resources would have had shorter interbirth intervals and earlier weaning ages, making grandmothering and long postmenopausal stages adaptive.
The third segment begins with a review by Deaner et al. of hypotheses regarding evolutionary relationships between life-history traits and brain size. Using allometric analyses, they find a positive correlation between brain size and life span. However, they find no significant correlation between brain size and other life-history traits or between life-history traits and socioecological variables, and this leads them to focus on direct rather than
